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Abstract Rice improvement is based to an increasing extent on ever-sharper genetic analysis to the detriment of classical breeding, which is disappearing.
Analytical genetics are very promising, but they cannot replace integrated and Wnalized breeding. Little
attention has been paid to improving participatory
rice breeding methods for subsequent integration into
sustainable cropping systems. Special methodological
initiatives are required to ensure the success of this
breeding-agronomy integration. This integration of
inexpensive breeding methods has increased the biodiversity of rice: low temperature and drought tolerant upland rice varieties for mountain areas, and
polyvalent varieties, which have the ability to grow in
both rainfed or irrigated conditions, they are perfectly
adapted to improved cropping systems and to beneWciaries’ needs and preferences. These preliminary
results on this integration demonstrate that the present
approach is relevant.
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The genetic diversity available in large working rice
germplasm collections should be tapped by creating
and utilizing maximal polymorphism through a high
number of crosses and genetic recombinations
(Fig. 2). Consequently, F2 populations (two progenitors) were discarded in favor of recurrent populations
(broad sets of progenitors) (Fujimaki 1979).
Breeding methods have to be simpliWed and
optimized in order to decrease the cost of obtaining
new varieties (Fig. 2). We have thus developed
improved methods involving plant–parasite reciprocal
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Introduction
Rice improvement is based to an increasing extent, on
ever-sharper genetic analysis (see bottom of Fig. 1;
Sasaki 2006) to the detriment of classical breeding,
which is disappearing (Knight 2003). Little attention
has been paid to improving rice breeding methods
for subsequent integration into cropping systems. Our
complementary methodological approach is also
holistic (see top of Fig. 1) and takes genetic, agroecological, and socioeconomic diversity into full consideration (CIRAD 2006).

Methods
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recurrent selection (Vales et al. 2000) and narrowbased recurrent populations (NBP), which involve
only four or Wve progenitors that were independently
the very best for one of the main target traits (Vales
et al. 1998). NBP use facilitated and lowered the cost
of marker assisted recurrent selection (Fig. 1) and
participatory recurrent selection (Vales et al. 2002).
BeneWciaries’ needs were taken into consideration
through their early participation in the rice breeding
process (Figs. 2, 3). This Wrst involved their participation in recurrent population improvement (Vales et al.
2002; Trouche 2005).
We have diversiWed the evaluation conditions to
consider genotype-environment interactions (Fig. 2).
The Wnal multilocation evaluations were replaced by
direct integration of the whole breeding process into
sustainable cropping systems (Fig. 3; Vales 1989).
This integration was the result of the concomitant
improvement of rice breeding and direct seeding
Fig. 1 Disruptive evolution
of rice genetic improvement—analytical and integrative approaches

Fig. 2 Steps in the
integration of rice breeding
into direct seeding mulchbased systems (DMC) and
conservation agriculture
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mulch-based cropping systems and conservation agriculture (DMC) (Raunet and Naudin 2007) through the
same holistic approach.
This integration of breeding into sustainable cropping systems enhances the hierarchical classiWcation
of targeted traits. For example, in rice DMCs, blast
has very little impact (Ratnadass et al. 2006), so only
a moderate level of partial resistance was required,
and the focus was more on increasing physiological
yields.

Results and conclusion
The integration of participatory breeding into DMCs,
involving inexpensive breeding methods, could
enhance the biodiversity of the improved varieties.
This has resulted in breeding of low temperature and
drought tolerant upland rice varieties for mountain
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Fig. 3 Concomitant performance progress of direct
seeding mulch-based
cropping systems (DMC)
and conservation agriculture, and of rice genetic
improvement (RGI) via its
integration into DMCs

areas (Vales and RazaWndrakoto 1996; Vales et al.
2003), and polyvalent varieties, which have the
ability to grow in both rainfed or irrigated conditions,
perfectly adapted to DMC and to beneWciaries’ needs
and preferences (Charpentier et al. 2005; Séguy et al.
2006; DANAC 2006; Vales et al. 2006).
Analytical genetics are very promising, but it cannot replace integrated and Wnalized breeding. Special
methodological initiatives are required to ensure the
success of this breeding-agronomy integration. Preliminary results on this integration demonstrate that
the present approach is relevant.
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